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 Small-holder backyard poultry farming is an important economic 
activity in Africa

 Contributes major share of meat and egg production (e.g. 
~97% in Ethiopia)

 Major source of income and nutrition for the smallholders 
farmers.  

 Backyard farming relies predominantly on locally adapted 
indigenous chickens.

 But production is relatively low compared to commercially 
improved birds. 

 Finding genetic basis of tropical adaptation would allow to 
combine adaptability and performance of improved dual-purpose 
breeds.

Background and goals



Dissecting environmental adaptation 

Climatic zones Altitude

 What are the key environmental drivers of adaptation? Ecological Niche 
Modelling

Genomic  analyses based on 
whole genome sequence 

data  What are the genetic bases of adaptation?



Ecological Niche Modelling (ENM): Ethiopia

Data for ENM:
 25 chicken populations (250 samples)
 32 agro-climatic variables  (collected 

from public databases) 



Genomic analysis 

Selection signature analyses 
on extreme populations 
(Fst and XPEHH)

Genotype-environment 
association across 
environmental gradient 
(Redundancy Analysis) 



Important findings: extreme population comparison

 Strong adaptive candidate genes detected for high 
altitude stress, drought, and scavenging conditions 
but few for heat stress.  

 Many candidate genes detected but only a few with 
possible large effects  - supporting oligogenic control 
of adaptation.  

 Strongest candidates often appeared in clusters –
possibly being modulated concurrently by one or few 
regulatory elements. 

High altitude/Low temperature adaptation 



Extreme population comparison cont….
Adaptation to drought  Adaptation to scavenging conditions: natural food type & availability



 Detected candidates  showed week to moderate 
correlation with environment (max. r=0.52)

 The strong candidates detected in extreme 
population comparison were not detected by 
RDA

 The strongest candidates possibly appear 
under extreme environmental pressure and 
not necessarily have a linear relationship 
across environmental gradients – (G X E 
interaction ) 

Important findings: genotype-environment association



Analysis for heat stress adaptation: Nigeria 



Heat stress adaptation cont…



Chr2: 131020000_131040000 (HSF1 gene nearby) Chr22_40000_60000 (SFTPB gene)
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SNP allele frequency pattern in heat stress candidates in 
Ethiopian extreme populations 



Heat shock protein (HSP) genes 

 A recent study observed HSP70 and HSP90 genes 

are overexpressed in local Brazilian poultry breeds 

adapted to heat stress compared to commercial 

broilers. 

 But we did not find any allele frequency 

differentiation in or around these genes between 

Ethiopian extreme populations. 

Heat stress adaptive genes possibly are controlled by regulatory elements 
including epigenetic regulation
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